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STRUCTURES: 

Structure is basically a user defined data type. There are some built in data types in the c ++.but 

user can also create its own data types using structures. It is similar to array but have elements 

of different data type. so it is defined as set of different elements having different data types 

but referred by single identifier or name. 

Definination of the structure: 

Syntax to define a structure  is : 

struct  (keyword) name of structure 

{elements with their data types.}; (semicolon is must) 

Structure can be treated as a data type so in order to use a structure we use the following 

syntax as we use for the declaration of a variable. 

Datatype name of variable so 

Structure name   name of variable;  

ACESSION OF THE MEMBERS:  

In order to acess the elements we use dot operator which is consider as member access 

operator. The syntax of ther accession is as 

Name of variable of structure type   .   Name of the element  

There are two types of structure  

1. local  

2. global  

The structure which is declared inside the function except the main function is called local 

structure and vice versa. 

INITIALIZATION OF STRUCTURE: 

we used curly braces to initialize the structure.for instance 

Struct student 
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{ string name; 

Int rollnumber; 

Int marks; 

}; 

Student x; 

X={“abc”,20,90} 

The sequence of elements in the elements in initialization is same as in the definition of 

structure. 

ARRAY TYPE OF MEMBER OF STRUCTURE: 

We can declare the array as elements of structure. 

{ string name; 

Int a[4]; 

} 

Initialization: 

X={“xyz”,{10,20,30,40}}; we can skip the nested curly braces in the initialization because 

compiler also know the elements as array. 

using assignment operator: 

x=name=”xyz”; 

x.sub[0]=10; 

ARRAY TYPE STRUCTURE VARIABLE: 

We can use array to declare the variables of a structure 

For example  

Struct student 

{elements}; 
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Student s[4];   rather then decalring individually as student s1,student s2..... . 

NESTED STRUCTURES: 

The structure inside a structure is called nested structure. In nested structure on structure as 

treated as element of other structure. For example. 

Struct pdata 

{ string name; 

Int age}; 

Struct student  

{ 

Pdata a; 

Int marks; 

}; 

Initialization of the nested: 

Student x; 

x.marks=90; 

x.a.name; 

x.a.age; 

PASSING STRUCTURE TO FUNCTION: 

Structure is always pass by value while array is pass by reference or address. We cannot get 

return value from array but we can get the return value from structure. 

For example: 

#include<iostream> 

#include<conio.h> 

using namespace std; 
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struct student 

{  string name; 

 int rollno; 

 int marks; }; 

// function is prototype here beccasue struct was not declared at global 

void display(student a); 

int main() 

{ student x; 

 cout<<"enter name    "; 

 cin>>x.name; 

 cout<<"enter roll no   "; 

 cin>>x.rollno; 

 cout<<"enter marks   "; 

 cin>>x.marks; 

 display(x); 

 getch(); 

 return 0; } 

void display(student a) 

{ cout<<a.name<<endl; 

 cout<<a.rollno<<endl; 

 cout<<a.marks<<endl; } 

Lab Task 15-01 

 
#include<iostream> 

Q 1: Write a program 

containing a structure 

which has three members 

(name, age and salary). 

Declare its variable and 

take values from user and 

display them on console. 
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#include<conio.h> 

using namespace std; 

struct employ 

{ 

 string name; 

 int age; 

 int salary; 

  

}; 

int main() 

{employ x; 

 cout<<"please enter the name of employ"; 

 cin>>x.name; 

 cout<<"please enter the age"; 

 cin>>x.age; 

 cout<<"please enter the salary:"; 

 cin>>x.salary; 

cout<<"the  name age and salary of employ is\n"; 

cout<<x.name<<endl; 

cout<<x.age<<endl; 

cout<<x.salary<<endl; 

getch(); 

return 0; 

} 
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 Lab Task 15-02: 

 

 #include<iostream> 

#include<conio.h> 

using namespace std; 

struct complex 

{ float real;  

float imag; }; 

void display(complex a); 

int addition(complex& a,complex& b,complex& add); 

int subtract(complex &a,complex &b,complex &add); 

int multi(complex &a,complex &b,complex &mul); 

int division(complex& a,complex& b,complex& div); 

int main() 

{ complex  a; 

complex b; 

complex add; 

complex sub; 

complex mul; 

complex div; 

cout<<"please enter real and  imaginary of first number:"; 

cin>>a.real; 

Q 2: Declare a 

structure to 

represent a 

complex number 

(a number having 

a real part and 

imaginary part). 

Write C++ 

functions to add, 

subtract, multiply 

and divide two 

complex numbers. 
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cin>>a.imag; 

cout<<"first number is\n "; 

display(a); 

cout<<"please enter real and  imaginary of second number:"; 

cin>>b.real; 

cin>>b.imag; 

cout<<"second  number is\n "; 

display(b); 

cout<<"addition of complex number\n"; 

addition(a,b,add); 

display(add); 

subtract(a,b,sub); 

cout<<"subtraction of complex number\n"; 

display(sub); 

multi(a,b,mul); 

cout<<"multiplication of complex number\n"; 

display(mul); 

division(a,b,div); 

cout<<"division of complex number\n"; 

display(div); 

getch(); 

return 0; } 

void display(complex a) 

{ cout<<a.real<<"+"<<a.imag<<"j\n"; } 
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int addition(complex& a,complex& b,complex& add) 

{ add.real=a.real+b.real; 

 add.imag=a.imag+b.imag; } 

int subtract(complex &a,complex &b,complex &sub) 

{ sub.real=a.real-b.real; 

 sub.imag=a.imag-b.imag; } 

int multi(complex &a,complex &b,complex &mul) 

{  mul.real=(a.real*b.real)-(b.imag*a.imag); 

 mul.imag=(a.real*b.imag)+(a.imag*b.real); } 

int division(complex& a,complex& b,complex& div) 

{ 

 int z=(b.real*b.real)+(b.imag*b.imag); 

 div.real=((a.real*b.real)+(a.imag*b.imag))/z; 

 div.imag=((a.imag*b.real)-(a.real*b.imag))/z;   } 
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LAB Task 15-03:  
 

 
#include<iostream> 

#include<conio.h> 

using namespace std; 

struct student{ 

  

 int roll; 

 string name; 

 float a; 

 float b; 

 float c; 

}; 

int main() 

{ 

 student a[25]; 

 string b[25]; 

 

 for(int i=0;i<25;i++) 

 { 

 cout<<"please enter information about the student  "<<i<<endl; 

 cout<<"enter roll no: "; 

// cin>>a[i].roll; 

 cout<<"enter name:  "; 

Q3: An array stores 

details of 25 students 

(rollno, name, marks 

in three subject). 

Write a program to 

create such an array 

and print out a list of 

students who have 

failed in more than 

one subject. 
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 cin>>a[i].name; 

 cout<<"enter marks in 3 subjects:  "; 

 cin>>a[i].a; 

 cin>>a[i].b; 

 cin>>a[i].c; 

 if((a[i].a<50)&&(a[i].b<50)||(a[i].a<50)&&(a[i].c<50)||(a[i].b<50)&&(a[i].c<50)) 

 b[i]=a[i].name;} 

 for(int j=0;j<25;j++) 

 if(b[j].empty()) 

 continue; 

 else 

 cout<<b[j]<<endl; 

getch(); 

 return 0;   

 } 

 

 

 

 

 


